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-sort command says: if you are selecting the serial key, press enter, otherwise, press one of the
following buttons to continue: 1. A: If you're getting what I assume is the generic text "Visage Serial

Key" (no ), then you're probably doing something very, very wrong. When you run your shell script, it
should behave normally, but with one caveat. When you see a , it means that you're in a command
interpreter such as bash, tcsh, dash, ksh, or zsh. You haven't told us what kind of shell you're using,
so that's all we can tell you. Since bash is a Unix command interpreter, it means that you've got a

"Unix" shell script on your machine. What you're doing, however, is telling it to use a Windows
command interpreter to run your script. (I do not have a Windows machine to test this, but I assume
you aren't running bash or tcsh or zsh on Windows, right?) To fix this, you need to be sure to specify
that you want a bash shell. For example, you could change that line to: #!/bin/bash if that's the first

line of your script. Alternatively, you can just launch a command like bash directly. $ bash Menu
HELLO My name is Camilla and I am so much more than a name. Every name means something.
Mine means the highlight of a holiday, the star you turn to in a sleepover, the best friend in the

Universe. Funny how it carries on to mean the universe! Well, there you go! I’m in love with life. I
have an eternal smile on my face and a vivacious spirit! I’m an all-rounder. I like people, sports,

shopping, socialising, art and culture. I’m a passionate and I have a knack of attracting people who
are just like me. So do let me know if you’d like to be one of them! I love the outdoors, art and

sports. I especially love chilling in the garden. I consider myself an eternal optimist and I’m an avid
gardener, so just let me know if you need to chat about pot plants or in general. I absolutely love

music. I love to dance 50b96ab0b6
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